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IDEAS > LANZAROTE

This January, a ground-breaking museum opens 
on the island of Lanzarote, where visitors will swap 
cameras for masks, and flip-flops for flippers

Words: Nione Meakin  
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T 
here are few museums that require visitors to strap 
on an oxygen tank before they enter. Then again, 

Lanzarote’s newest visitor attraction isn’t like most 
museums. While there are familiar elements – exhibits, 
tour guides, a hushed atmosphere – the Museo Atlántico 
stands alone as Europe’s first underwater exhibition 
space. A showcase for the work of pioneering artist 
Jason deCaires Taylor, it exists 15m beneath the waves 
off Playa Blanca, a resort on the southwest tip of the 
Spanish island, and can only be accessed by diving. 

Taylor, a 42-year-old British sculptor and passion-
ate environmentalist, has experience in this unusual 
format. He has already created celebrated underwater 
parks in the Caribbean waters around Grenada and near 
Cancun, Mexico, filled with sculptures designed to draw 
divers away from natural reefs and towards the once-fea-
tureless seabed. Figures cast in a pH-neutral cement act as 
artificial reefs that encourage a variety of coral and marine 
life. These in turn transform the concrete into shimmering 
alien forms – scarlet sponges colour cheeks, exotic algae 
animates eye sockets, coral sprouts from skulls.

This is the first time the artist has sunk works into the 
cooler waters of the Atlantic. He was invited to create 
the museum by the Lanzarote government, which has 
poured some €750,000 of investment into the project in 
anticipation of its international impact. Over the past  

“It’s a lot of 
work, a lot of 

weight and a lot 
of cement”
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Jason deCaires Taylor 

(left) has spent the last 
year sinking his sculp-
tures into the Atlantic 

off Lanzarote
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Late artist and ecologically 
minded architect César 

Manrique, who was born on 
Lanzarote, is credited with 

saving the island from over-
development with stunning 

works that marry art and 
nature. Check out his style 

at the Manrique House 
Museum. fcmanrique.org

Housed in the castle of 
San José, an 18th century 

fortress, the Museum 
of International and 

Contemporary Art is the 
island’s leading gallery, 

featuring works by Botero, 
Miró, Picasso and of 

course, Manrique. 
cactlanzarote.com/en

From love tokens to musical 
instruments and children’s 

toys to tools, various 
examples of island life 

throughout the centuries 
are collected under the 
roof of one 18th-century 

Canarian house at El 
Museo Etnografico in San 

Bartolome. museotanit.com 

“I’ve had to train 
myself not to 

get too attached 
– they belong to 

the sea”
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three years Taylor and his team have cast hundreds of 
new sculptures in his studio at Marina Rubicon, where 
the museum’s land-based visitor centre now stands. 
Seventy have already been deposited by crane into their 
watery home on the seabed, and another 250 pieces will 
join them by January, when the museum officially opens 
to the public in its entirety.

The logistics of building an underwater art museum 
are, as you might expect, complex. As Taylor puts it: 
“It’s a lot of work, a lot of weight and a lot of cement.” 
Sinking sculptures in the sea requires them to be as 
heavy as possible, because objects lose a third of their 
weight in saltwater. “But the heavier you make some-
thing the harder it is to move it. It can get very expen-
sive and very worrisome when these huge pieces that 
you’ve spent ages working on are precariously carted 
out of the studio,” he says. Even when they are safely 
installed beneath the waves Taylor cannot predict what 
will become of them. “I’ve had to train myself not to get 
too attached because when the crane comes and takes 
them away, that’s it – they belong to the sea. Often they 
end up looking incredible, with purple and pink sponges 
and fire coral all over them. Other times there’s just a 
black sludge and everything has died. You have to accept 
that loss of control and hope for the best.”

The artist was initially doubtful about working off the 
Canary Islands: “It isn’t a tropical area and it doesn’t 
have coral or thriving reefs so I wondered how the 

IDEAS > LANZAROTE

Taylor (left) has cast more 
than 300 sculptures over three 
years to create the underwater 
museum, which will be the 
first of its kind in Europe
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project would turn out.” Fortunately, his worries were 
unfounded. “It’s been incredible. The sculptures that are 
down there have already been colonised by these 
amazing white calcium worms and covered in beautiful 
shades of green algae. We’ve been able to attract shoals 
of sardines, which have brought in all kinds of life 
– barracuda, mackerel, even a hammerhead shark. We 
did an environmental study about eight months ago and 
there has been a 300 percent increase in biomass in the 
area since we launched the museum.”

Most of the Museo Atlántico exhibits are modelled on 
people – Taylor has cast locals in a bid “to empower 
communities to take an interest in and responsibility for 
their coastlines”. When we speak he is preparing to sign off 
on a 4m-high, 40m-wide wall that will divide the figures. 
“It’s a symbolic ‘line in the sand’ that relates to how we’re 
reaching a crossing point when it comes to climate change 
and habitat loss,” he explains. “Once we cross that line it’ll 
be hard to go back.” His concerns are legitimate: over  

IDEAS > LANZAROTE

“Through diving I saw 
how artificial reefs 
could create new 
environments”

Some of the museum’s sculptures were sunk 

last year and are already being colonised 
by white calcium worms and green algae, 
attracting more marine life in the process
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the past few decades, more than 40 percent of the 
world’s natural coral reefs have been lost. Scientists 
predict a permanent reduction of 80 percent by 2050. 
Taylor wants his work to encourage greater respect for 
our changing oceans and to foster better understanding 
of the life forms that inhabit them. “As an artist, my 
work has always been focused on the environment but 
I’d started to feel disillusioned that the art didn’t serve a 
secondary purpose,” he explains. “Through diving I had 
seen how artificial reefs could be used to draw people 
away from natural areas and to create new environ-
ments, and that gave me the impetus to start exploring 
new ways of working.”

Taylor likes to class his underwater exhibition spaces 
as museums so as to indicate that they are places of 
quiet contemplation, where important natural heritage 
is conserved. And like any museum, the Museo Atlántico 
has entry and exit points and visitors (who must sign 
in and collect a wristband) can only dive accompanied 
by a museum guide; a patrolling lifeboat permanently 
situated above the museum checks for any unofficial 
entries. The guide briefs the visitors on land before 
taking them out to the diving point by boat and leading 
the group through the exhibits once on the seabed. 
“Guides have a key role to ensure the best experience 
for visitors, because they are in charge of explaining the 
museum from a wider perspective, taking into account 
not only the environmental factors but also the  
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Taylor cast the sculptures from local 
people in the hope of empowering the 
communities to take ownership and 
responsibility for their coastlines

“It’s quiet down 
there, and 

especially in the 
Atlantic, very 
changeable”
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artistic meaning of the works,” says museum spokes-
woman Anibal Vega. 

Those who prefer to keep their feet on dry land can 
still experience the museum thanks to a virtual reality 
tour of the exhibits created with cutting-edge virtual 
reality headsets at the visitor centre, along with replicas 
of the exhibits and photographs of the work being 
made. It’s not quite the point though. Aside from the 
transformations to the work, the sea offers a viewing 
environment markedly different to any other art gallery. 
“By suspending yourself in water you put yourself in a 
different state,” explains Taylor. “It’s quiet down there, 
and especially in the Atlantic, very changeable. You can 
go on a summer’s day and the atmosphere is euphoric – 
bright blue water, light breaking through and bouncing 
off the sculptures. On other days, the water is darker, 
more opaque and mysterious, and the installations seem 
dreamlike, ethereal. But my favourite time to visit is at 
night. You don’t see anything other than what is illumi-
nated by your torch and that means you have to take your 
time and focus on the work in detail. There isn’t much 
that compares really. It’s another world down there.” 
cactlanzarote.com/en/cact/museo-atlantico 

Sleep with the fishes – in a 
fun way – at the Utter Inn, a 
floating hotel with just one 
room located 3m beneath 

the surface of Lake Malaren 
near Stockholm. Created 
by artist Mikael Genberg, 

the dwelling is accessed by 
dinghy while supper arrives 
by canoe. uniqhotels.com

The Atrium Bar in Berlin’s 
Radisson Blu hotel isn’t 
strictly underwater, but 

located beneath the 
world’s largest cylindrical 
aquarium, it certainly feels 
like it as you drink cocktails 
and watch the world swim 

by. radissonblu.com

How do you like your 
sea bass: on your plate 
or floating past you? At 

Submarino L’Oceanogràfic, 
a restaurant attached to 

Valencia Aquarium, diners 
can enjoy 360 degree views 
of the sea life as they eat. 

cac.es/en/oceanografic
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LIVE THE LIFE 
AQUATIC

Fly to Lanzarote with Wizz Air. 

Book at wizzair.com or via

the Wizz Air app.
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